The existence of solutions to the problem -AU-iU=UlUl*'-2 in 52 ulX2=0 is studied. For an arbitrary domain .C2 c Iw", if I E 10, 1, [ and n > 6, the existence of solutions of changing sign is obtained. If Q = BJO) c W, i, E 10, ,I, [, and n > 7, infinitely many radial solutions to this problem are exhibited, characterized by the number of nodes they possess. but, since 2* is the limiting Sobolev exponent for the embedding HA(Q) + Lp(Q), the standard variational techniques do not apply in a straightforward way. The lack of compactness of this problem is expressed by the fact that I, does not satisfy the Palais-Smale condition [ 121 in all the energy range ] -co, + co [. Indeed, using the invariance of HA and L2* norms with respect to resealing U-+U,x"=T (n 2+.4(T(~ -x(J) (1.3) and the existence of a family of nontrivial entire solutions of the problem 1 -du=ulu12*-2 in R"
u(x) + 0, 1x1 + +Go, (1.4) namely, the functions (cf. [18] )
[n(n-2)pp2]+2v4
Go(x)= cp-2+
IX-xo12](n-2)/2' P > 03 (1.5) it is possible (see [4] ) to exhibit a sequence, satisfying the Palais-Smale assumptions, which is not relatively compact. Brezis and Nirenberg, in a remarkable paper [2] , were able to overcome this difficulty and proved the Their result is based on the observation that the compactness is preserved in some energy range. Precisely, it is possible to prove that the following local Palais-Smale type condition holds-independent of A (cf. [2, 4] be the (universal) best constant for the embedding HA(Q) -+ L2*(Q). Zf c < l/n P2 and {u,} is a sequence in HA(G) such that as m -+ +CO Z,(u,) -+c, dl,(u,) +O strongly in H-'(Q), then {urn} contains a subsequence converging strongly in H;(0). Using Proposition 1.2 the Brezis-Nirenberg result was generalized in several ways. We only recall that in [4] the existence (and multiplicity) of nontrivial solutions of (1.1) was proved for I belonging to a suitable left neighbourhood of an arbitrary eigenvalue of -A: HA(Q) + H-l(Q), and in [S] problem (1.1) was shown to possess at least one (pair of) nontrivial solution of energy less than l/n S"12 for any ;1> 0, if n B 4; cf. also [ 11. Using the dual approach to (1.1 ), in [ 1 ] the assumption of oddness of the differential equation moreover was essentially removed.
On the other hand, the example already mentioned shows how the Palais-Smale condition may fail at level l/n SnR. Now, in order to prove the existence of more than one (pair of) solution (particularly infinitely many!), it is not reasonable to hope to be able to construct "candidate critical levels" below the "bad level" l/n S"/*. A different approach is needed.
One such idea has recently been presented by Fortunato and Jannelli [S]: if 52 is a symmetric domain, a sharpened Proposition 1.2 can be obtained for functions breaking this symmetry, increasing the threshold for noncompactness. In this way for rotationally symmetric 52 the existence of infinitely many non-symmetric solutions of (1.1) may be obtained. The idea underlying this theorem can be roughly explained by the following example. Suppose Q is a ball; for k E N cut it in 2k equal sectors and find in one of these a solution of energy less than l/n S"'*, then the desired solution in 52 can be constructed by odd reproduction. However, this approach cannot work, if 52 does not have that type of symmetry, nor does it work on a ball if we look for solutions different from zero at the center of the ball.
The aim of this paper is to give a contribution to the study of existence and multiplicity of solutions to the problem (1.1) precisely in these cases. The results obtained are contained in the following theorems: Our method is based on the global compactness theorem for problem (1.1) stated in [17] , where the behaviour of a sequence satisfying the Palais-Smale assumptions is analyzed.
CERAMI, SOLIMINI, AND STRUWE
The conclusion of Proposition 2.1 in [ 171 indicates that the only obstructions to global compactness in the classical sense are the solutions of (1.4). A uniqueness result (modulo translation and resealing) for the family (1.5) is still not known; nevertheless (see Section 2) it is possible to say that the functions (1.5) are the only spherically symmetric solutions of (1.4) and to give a lower bound for the energy of a solution of (1.4) which is not of type (1.5). These facts in some cases allow precise estimates of the energy levels where the Palais-Smale condition can fail. Moreover, choosing sets of admissible functions carefully permits us to work at some "bad" levels, too (for instance, at l/n s""!).
The paper is organized as follows: In the next section, as already mentioned, the compactness question is discussed; Sections 3 and 4 are devoted to the proofs of Theorems A and B, respectively. The next theorem states explicitly a well known result. PROPOSITION 2.2. Suppose u is a C* solution of (1.4) with finite energy Z*(u) which satisfies one of these assumptions:
(i) u is positive (negative) in IF, (ii) u is spherically symmetric about some point.
Then there exist p > 0, x0 E R" such that u equals u~,,~~ given by (1.5).
We shall not give a proof of this proposition, we just indicate how this claim can be achieved by combining some known facts. First note that by a result of K. Uhlenbeck, positive solutions of (1.4) having finite energy must be 0(1x1'-") at infinity (see discussion pp. 21G-211 in [7] ). Proposition 2.2 now is obtained either invoking the Loewner-Nirenberg theorem [lo] (stating the uniqueness of the family (1.5) as positive C* solutions of (1.4) that go to infinity as Jxl* --") or using the Gidas analysis [6] of the spherically symmetric solutions of (1.4) (all spherically symmetric solutions are explicitly calculated and the only regular ones are shown to be those of the family (1.5)).
In what follows if UE HA(R) we shall denote as usual by u+ and up the functions defined by In what follows 1 will be supposed to belong to 10, I1 [. We shall denote by uo( -uo) the positive (negative) solution of (1.1) found in [2] and by co the real number co = Z,(u,) = I,( -uo). It is easy to see, using the behaviour of I,, that E= 0. In fact we have 'da E C (3.5) so from Miranda's theorem [ 111 we deduce then ii = ~(2) E U. Conversely, if for u E U we denote by 6 a map of C such that C(Q)c {aU+ +/?U-:a, -fl~rW+ u (0)) (3.7) from the definition offI and the behaviour of ZL it follows that 2;: Z,(u) = Zn(C). (ii) The next step is to show that {urn} satisfying (3.10) belongs to N. Indeed in this case using condition (*) we infer 324 E HgQ): ZJU) = c and so u is a critical point for I, and solves (1 .l ). Moreover, as U, E N by (3.4), lIu*Il aa>0 and from it follows u E U. Let us prove now that {u,} c N. By (3.10) we know that there exists a sequence such that By the continuity of ZA and (3.9) we deduce V&>O 3vEN: Vm>v, z,(u,)=z,(u,+)+z,(u,)<c+E, IJO,) = ZJaU,+) + Z,#7,) > c-E. Finally, the following lemma will give us an upper bound for c. It s&ices to show that sup ZJcrU, + &,) < co + l/n S"lZ, a*BER where cp E C,"(B,(x,)), cp identically 1 on BpIZ(xO), and x,EQ, p E lR+ to be specified later.
From [3] we know (a) ~~11,fl/~2=S"'2+ O(U~~~~)/*), (b) 1&J;: = S"'* + 0($2'2'"-2'),
(e) lt,b,,l::~~ d KjpL(n-2)'4.
Because of the functional behaviour it is clear that we can restrict our attention to points such that lcluo + /I+,1 :: < R for some suitably large number R we get using (3.14)(b) if p is small enough x2 lp12*[Sn'2+ 0(/P")] + K, lc112' luol;: so CI and B will be bounded. Now arguing as in [4, formula 2.111 and using (3.14) we deduce
From which we obtain immediately (3. 
4
We turn now to the study of the problem (1.1) when Q is a ball. First of all we state a radial version of the Theorem A. Clearly, uk E J&. From (4.9), taking account of (4.5), we infer as m + +oo Note added in pro?jI While the present work was in printing we knew that, independently, results similar to ours have had been obtained by Zhang-Dong [20] and Chen Wen Xiong WI.
